Tough luck, CHUMPS
Please Pay Amount

Highlights From This Month's Billing Period

More Gas Pipelines That You Don't Need ........... $3,000,000,000
Number Of Times We Tell You That It Will Lower Prices .......... 723
Amount It Will Actually Lower Prices .................. 0
Number Of Times We'll Tell You Gas Is Clean When It's Not .... 2,479
New Gas Pipelines That You Pay For That Make Us Huge Profits .... All
Fossil Fuel Billionaires Laughing All The Way To The Bank .......... All
Benefit To You .................................................... None
Fracking Sites That Poison Air And Water ...................... All
Expensive Gas Wasted From Leaky Pipes That We Ignore ... Megatons
Projected Sea Level Rise From Current Emissions .......... 3-9 feet
Sea Level Rise That Will Destroy Massachusetts' Waterfront .. 3-9 feet
Amount Sea Level Rise Will Cost Us ........... $Hundreds Of Billions

Enjoy my Pipeline Tax!
xoxo Gov. Charlie Baker

“You pay, we profit.”
Texas gas giant Spectra Energy wants to rip more trenches through Massachusetts to put in new gas pipelines. And Charlie Baker thinks YOU should pay for them — through a charge added right on your electric bills.

Did we mention that the pipeline companies will get all the profits? You just provide the $3 BILLION construction cost.

The Attorney General says that these new pipelines are not needed at all. We can have reliable, affordable electricity without them. And if they’re built, Massachusetts won’t meet its legally mandated climate goals. (Despite what some people tell you, natural gas is not “clean.” Fracking chemicals and methane leaks make it a dirty fuel however you look at it.)

So if you don’t want a Pipeline Tax on YOUR electric bill, or you don’t want to pay to make climate change worse — tell Charlie!

888-870-7770*
Facebook CharlieBakerMA
Twitter @MassGovernor
tinyurl.com/DontDolItCharlie
#NoPipelineTax

* “Hi, I’m John Doe, I live in Anytown, and I don’t want to pay for new pipelines!”
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